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Key takeaways
Political developments
The May 15th elections surprisingly saw the wider March 8th camp lose its parliamentary majority after
unexpected losses by most of its smaller allies like the SSNP, LDP and Marada.
The Future Movement’s official boycott of the elections made it lose 18 of 20 seats won in 2018.
The winners of the March 8th bloc and Future Movement losses were the self-styled change candidates
who swept into parliament with around a dozen new seats, while the Lebanese Forces also expanded
its parliamentary bloc significantly and now rivals the FPM as the biggest bloc in the legislature.
The election has however created a parliament with no clear majority, which will likely give way to
even more deadlock and paralysis than usual as the new legislature faces the arduous tasks of nominating a prime minister, giving confidence to a cabinet, passing reforms and, later electing a president.

Economic developments
On May 20th the outgoing Lebanese cabinet held its last regular session before assuming a caretaker
role and approved its economic recovery plan that was very similar to the one leaked weeks earlier.
One of the more eye-catching parts of the economic recovery plan was a steep price hike in Lebanon’s
telecommunications sector that aims to end chronic budgetary deficits and lack of maintenance but
will also make telecommunications prohibitively expensive for a large number of Lebanese people.

Humanitarian developments
In May a UN Subcommittee on the Prevention of Torture delegation visited Beirut and unsurprisingly
concluded that the Lebanese government has made little progress in improving prison conditions as
inmates continue to suffer from ‘deplorable conditions’ including overcrowding and physical abuse.

Security developments
Lebanon witnessed more than 45 election-related incidents in the first half of May, including shootings
aimed at intimidating candidates and street fights among rival partisan supporters across the country.
The wave of election-related violence did however ebb out as expected in the second half of the month.

Local developments
In the north the security situation remains defined by high rates of civil unrest, crime and gun violence,
as family and clan disputes escalate into armed clashes with a frequency usually seen in the Bekaa.
The Bekaa continues to witness high rates of armed clashes among local clans and families while the
recent surge in kidnappings came to an abrupt halt, likely as a result of LAF and ISF taking unusually
heavy-handed measures in the second half of April to stem the latest wave of abductions.
Beirut and Mount Lebanon remain stable amid low rates of civil unrest, although the recent rise in gun
violence continued in May, including a mysterious shooting against the offices of a prominent lawyer.
The situation in south Lebanon remains unchanged and stable amid relatively low rates of civil unrest,
crime and gun violence, while an uneasy calm persists along the Blue Line after Israeli forces yet again
foiled an attempt to smuggle weapons from Lebanon across the border into northern Galilee.

Future developments
The new Lebanese parliament has re-elected Nabih Berri as speaker but the subsequent task of nominating a prime minister and forming a cabinet will be extremely challenging given the absence of a
clear majority and the uncompromising positions by the Lebanese Forces and the change camp.
Najib Mikati’s cabinet will therefore remain in office in a caretaker capacity for the foreseeable future.
The end to election-related violence in May will likely give way to a new rise in civil unrest in June due
to the Lebanese economy’s continued deterioration and the currency’s continued volatility.
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Political developments
May 15th election results
The May 15th general elections resulted in an unexpected landslide as the March 8th camp led by the Free
Patriotic Movement (FPM), Amal and Hezbollah against all expectations and our predictions lost its parliamentary majority. The bloc lost around 10 seats compared to the 70 won in the 2018 election. This
was the result of anticipated setbacks for the FPM but also very surprising losses for the March 8th bloc’s
minor members like the SSNP, the Lebanese Democratic Party and the Marada Movement as well as the
failure of their sunni allies to benefit from the Future Movement’s boycott of the polls. The losses of the
old March 8th bloc benefited both some members of the March 14 th bloc as well the change movement
whose candidates swept into parliament. Three overlapping trends were key in defining this surprising
outcome of the election: 1) The massive electoral gains for the Lebanese Forces and the Progressive Socialist Party’s surprising ability to avoid losing seats 2) The dismal performance of Hezbollah’s allies despite the shiite party’s own successes 3) The unexpected victories of emerging change groups.
The Lebanese Forces (LF) is among the biggest winners of the election, and partly lived up to its own bold
predictions for its electoral performance. There are multiple reasons for LF’s progress. While the party
itself gained three additional seats, the success of non-member allies looks to expand its parliamentary
bloc from 15 to around 21. As such, LF will likely end up with the same size bloc as the FPM. Another
reason is that the party has simply increased its overall popularity and is seemingly more popular than
the FPM after winning far more christian votes per candidate. Its popularity has surely gained a boost
from estranged ex-FPM supporters disappointed with the performance of president Michel Aoun and the
party headed by his son-in-law. The LF’s popularity at the polls also comes after a nine-month electoral
campaign defined by hardline sectarian discourse and the party’s involvement in the October 14 th Tayouneh clashes that left several Hezbollah and Amal supporters and members dead. As such, the LF’s popularity is also a testament to the resiliency of sectarian sentiments among Lebanese voters and the political rationality in appealing to them. In addition to popularity, LF also benefited from massive campaign
funding. Its campaign slogan ‘We can and we will’ was printed in white on red background on many hundreds of billboards along the coastal highway from the northern outskirts of Saida to the vicinity of Tripoli and along the roads up the christian-majority parts of Mount Lebanon. The sheer number of billboards, that cost thousands of dollars per month to lease, suggests that LF had more funding at its disposal than nearly all, if not all, other parties. Ahead of the elections, LF candidates like Melhem Riachi and
Pierre Bou Assi visited Saudi Arabia to ask for funding from the party’s traditional foreign financier, calls
that were clearly heeded. The FPM has accused LF of violating the official caps on campaign spending but
despite being very plausible it is doubtful such allegations will ever be definitively verified or disproven.
In addition to popularity and funding, LF also benefited from an optimal campaign and election machine
– and no small amount of luck - that helped the party clinch many contested seats. In Metn, for example,
LF ally Razi al-Hajj beat change movement figure Jad Ghosn by less than 100 votes. In Tripoli, LF-affiliated
candidate Jamil Abboud managed to claim the second christian seat in the city despite winning less than
80 preferential votes. In Baabda, LF ally Camille Chamoun of the National Liberal Party won a maronite
seat even though his direct competitor, change candidate Michel Helou, won three times more preferential votes because the latter’s list fell 900 ballots short of the threshold. In some cases LF was even aided
by borderline incompetence by its rivals. In Jezzine, for example, the LF list won just 1.1 electoral quotient
but won both the FPM’s former seats for Ghada Ayyoub and Said al-Samar after the FPM list and Amal’s
list both shockingly failed to reach the electoral threshold. Many of these narrow wins will now be appealed by the losing candidates to the constitutional council. For its part, the LF is not going to file any
appeals because all the close calls fell out to its advantage and the party only lost two seats it had won in
2018, neither of which stand any chance of being overturned by the constitutional council.
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The Progressive Socialist Party (PSP) also exceeded expectations by holding on to the same number of
parliamentary seats despite widespread expectations of losses. The PSP faced fierce competition from
the March 8th bloc ahead of the elections and had therefore shored up its alliances with traditional March
14th partners like the Lebanese Forces and the loyalist of ex-prime minister Fouad Siniora. Although the
PSP unlike LF did not win any additional seats, it holding on to all seats won in 2018 was no small feat.
The PSP notable performance owed much to its ability to raise the number of preferential votes for all
incumbent parliamentarians at risk of losing their seats. In Beirut, for example, PSP candidate Faisal
Sayegh earned 25% more preferential votes than in the last elections and narrowly won his list’s only
seat thanks to how a few hundred votes among other lists determined the allocation of sunni seats for
other lists. Similarly, in Chouf the preferential votes for PSP heir Taimur Jumblatt rose by 10% and for
Marwan Hamadeh by 50%. This was crucial to denying a druze seat for PSP arch-rival Wiam Wahhab. In
regions where PSP were less at risk, the candidates’ numbers of preferential votes instead dropped. Hadi
Abul Hassan and Wael Abu Faour won 10% fewer votes in Baabda and Rashaya, respectively, than they
did in 2018 but easily reclaimed their druze seats. Consequently, if both christian candidates Raji Saad of
Aley and Ghassan Skaff of West Bekaa join the PSP bloc, it will maintain the same size.
The second main trend determining the election result was the surprisingly poor performance by many
of Hezbollah’s allies. Faisal Karami not only failed to benefit from the official Future Movement boycott
of the polls to expand the March 8th share of seats in Tripoli, but even lost his own. Although this was
merely by eight votes - a result he will appeal to the constitutional council - fact is that Karami earned
10% fewer preferential votes than in 2018. Karami’s seat was won by his allies from Ahbash. In Beirut,
Ahbash did not replicate its 2018 electoral alliance with Hezbollah in Beirut as it reckoned it could earn
more votes from disgruntled Future Movement voters on its own. That projection proved wrong as the
party only managed to win re-election for incumbent Adnan Traboulsi who earned far fewer votes than
in 2018. Even worse, the sunnis on the joint March 8 th list in Chouf-Aley district earned more than 65%
fewer votes than in 2018, a dismal performance given the lack of competition from the Future Movement.
In fact only Hezbollah’s sunni allies on the party’s list in Bekaa III lived up to the expectations. Moreover,
all druze associates also disappointed. Most shockingly, Talal Arslan lost his seat in Aley to change candidate Mark Daou. It is hard to fault Arslan as he earned 15% more preferential votes than in 2018, but
inevitably lost as Daou earned a seven-fold surge in votes compared to four years ago. Daou certainly
benefited from the popular desire for change, especially among the thousands of diaspora voters registered in Aley. But he also seems to have gained discreet PSP support. Since 2018 other change figures
and supporters of establishment parties have accused Daou of being a proxy for the PSP to unseat Arslan
unofficially so as not to violate the power-sharing agreement between Arslan and Jumblatt. Such allegations resurfaced after Arslan’s loss with claims that thousands of PSP supporters in Aley were told to vote
for Daou because party candidate Akram Chehayeb’s re-election was guaranteed. Chehayeb won 3,000
fewer preferential votes than in 2018, and the only PSP candidate to suffer a major seatback. This did
however not jeopardise his seat at all, which suggests that a few thousand decisive votes were possibly
lent to Daou. As Arslan surprisingly lost his seat, his ally Wiam Wahhab also failed to breach the PSP’s
hold on the two druze seats in Chouf despite earning 50% more preferential votes than in 2018. This was
because his direct rival Marwan Hamadeh raised his numbers by 52% and beat Wahhab by just 900 votes.
March 8th allies also lost on the christian arena as Marada suffered unexpected setbacks. Its incumbent
parliamentarians Tony Frangieh and Estephan Doueihi suffered 25% drops in preferential votes, while
party candidate in Koura Fadi Ghosn won 15% fewer preferential votes than his late brother and ex-MP
Fayez Ghosn won in 2018. Consequently, the Marada list in North Lebanon III lost both Douehi’s seat in
Zgharta and the Ghosn seat in Koura. This was however partially offset by non-party member ally Melhem
‘William’ Tawk breaching LF’s monopoly on the two maronite seats in Bcharre. Tawk’s direct rival Joseph
Ishac earned far more preferential votes, but LF’s list seat in the district was allocated to Koura. In effect,
Melhem Tawk’s success in Bcharre cost Marada its seat in Koura, which was won by LF.
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The SSNP performed worse by losing all three seats it won in 2018. The party was certain to lose its Greek
orthodox seat in Baalbek-Hermel because it was reassigned by Hezbollah to the FPM, as an SSNP-backed
candidate had been allocated the maronite seat held by LF candidate Antoine Habshi. The SSNP also lost
a Greek orthodox seat in Koura previously held by Salim Saadeh after suffering a 60% drop in preferential
votes. Also surprising was the loss for former SSNP leader Asaad Hardan who after 30 years in parliament
lost his Greek orthodox seat in Marjayoun. This was mainly because the change list managed to cross the
electoral threshold, but Hardan did not impress by suffering a roughly 40% drop in his number of preferential votes. The SSNP almost managed to win an alawite seat in Akkar but candidate Haidar Issa lost
the battle by only 84 votes to a rival who won only one-tenth his number of preferential votes. Issa’s loss
is also likely to be appealed to the constitutional council. The SSNP’s poor election performance owed
much to a crippling internal power struggle between new leader Rabee Banat and former leader Hardan.
The FPM also suffered setbacks beyond what was widely expected. The party struck (too) opportunistic
electoral alliances in 2018 that inflated its parliamentary bloc to 29. This dropped to 25 after the 2020
Beirut port blast when Michel Mouawad and Neemat Frem resigned from parliament and Michel Daher
and Chamel Roukoz left the FPM parliamentary bloc. It was always unlikely that the FPM would regain
these four seats. While further losses were expected in some areas, they were anticipated to be offset by
tightened alliances with other March 8 th bloc members like Hezbollah in Akkar and the Bekaa. This projection nearly held as FPM’s additional losses and new gains matched expectations in nearly all districts.
It expectedly held on to two seats in Akkar, two in North Lebanon III, one in Zahle, and eight in Byblos,
Kesserwan, Metn, Beirut and Baabda. Surprisingly, FPM members retained three christian seats in ChoufAley despite the loss of Talal Arslan. The greatest surprise was that the FPM lost both its christian seats
in Jezzine after falling nearly 2,500 votes short of the electoral threshold. This catastrophe could have
been avoided had the FPM agreed to a joint March 8th list as in most other districts, but the party’s insistence on nominating controversial firebrand parliamentarian Ziad Aswad not only precluded an alliance
with Amal but also triggered unprecedented feuding with his running mate Amal Abu Zeid. Eventually,
the FPM lost more seats than it had to and the not totally unfounded scapegoating of Aswad has bred
rumours that he will soon be expelled from the party. As total losses exceeded gains, the FPM’s parliamentary bloc will likely shrink to around 21 members, which looks to be the same LF’s, but may rise one
more if party ally Haidar Issa’s loss in Akkar gets overturned by the FPM-leaning constitutional council.
Even Hezbollah’s most important ally, Amal, had a disappointing election. Eight candidates running for
the party’s current 13-seat share of the 27 shiite parliamentary seats fared worse than four ago. Inaya
Ezzedine, Fadi Alameh, Ayyoub Hmeid, Ali Hassan Khalil and Muhammed Khawaja all earned 15-20%
fewer preferential votes this year. Despite the setbacks, Amal held on to all 13 shiite seats. Non-party
member allies running for non-shiite seats but expected to join its parliamentary bloc after the polls fared
far worse. Greek catholic MP Michel Moussia and sunni MP Qassem Hachem’s personal votes plummeted
by 66% and 80%, respectively, but still held on to their seat. Others like Asaad Hardan (see more above)
were not so lucky. Close Amal ally Elie Ferzli lost his seat in West Bekaa after a 50%+ drop in preferential
votes and a narrow win for the change list. Equally remarkably, Amal-backed MP Ibrahim Azar lost his
maronite seat in Jezzine due to a 30% drop in preferential votes that left his list short of the threshold.
Equally notable, Amal-allied banker Marwan Khaireddine – brother-in-law of Talal Arslan – was handpicked to inherit his uncle’s druze seat in Hasbaya but lost after earning 60% fewer votes than his uncle
in 2018. With even Amal and its close affiliates disappointing, Hezbollah was the only member of the
March 8th bloc to have a truly successful election. The party earned ~20,000 more votes than in 2018 for
a total of around 360,000, making it by far the most popular party in Lebanon. Its parliamentary bloc
leader Mohammed Raad once again was the most popular candidate of all with 48,500 preferential votes,
twice as many Kataeb’s four winning candidates combined. Hezbollah also won an additional shiite seat
in Byblos for a total of 13 plus Jamil al-Sayyed’s and even won the second sunni seat in Baalbek-Hermel.
It can thus reasonably claim individual success despite the combined collective loss of the March 8 th bloc.
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The third main trend that defined the outcome of the election was that the emerging change movement
groups challenging the political establishment exceeded all expectations – even their own – by sweeping
into parliament after winning a staggering 13 seats. The greatest upset was that the broad change list
backed by the Lebanese Communist Party, Madinati and Citizens in a State won two seats in South Lebanon III and broke the 30-year monopoly on representation of the shiite duo and its allies. The seats were
won by Greek orthodox Elias Jaradeh and druze Firas Abu Hamdan, who beat ex-SSNP leader Asaad Hardan and Marwan Kheireddine, respectively. Another upset came in Mount Lebanon IV (Chouf-Aley) were
the main change list won three out of thirteen seats. Taqaddom co-founder Mark Daou won Talal Arslan’s
druze seat in Aley, while his fellow Taqaddom member Najat Aoun Saliba won one of the hotly contested
maronite seats in Chouf. Moreover, and more expected, LNA co-founder Halimeh Kaakour won a sunni
seat in Chouf for the change parties amid weak competition due to the Future Movement boycott.
Emerging change parties also won an impressive five seats in Beirut. In Beirut II the main change list
including Beirut Tuqawim, Khat Ahmar and others won sunni seats for Ibrahim Mneimneh and Waddah
Saddek and a Greek orthodox seat for Melhem Khalaf, former head of the Beirut Bar Association. In Beirut
I, the main change list led by Tahalof Watani won an Armenian orthodox and christian minorities seat for
Paula Yacubian and Cynthia Zarazir, respectively. Crucial to the surprising success of the change candidates in Beirut, Mount Lebanon IV and South Lebanon III was that change votes, including the tens of
thousands from the diaspora, were concentrated on the main change lists and not scattered across all the
self-styled change lists. Moreover, the Shamaluna list won a maronite seat for Michel Doueihi in Zgharta,
while in West Bekaa, local change list Jabalna wa Sahlna barely reached the electoral threshold and won
a sunni seat for Yassine Yassine, which foiled deputy parliamentary speaker Elie Ferzli’s re-election bid.
Two key factors explain the change lists’ surprising success in the elections. One is that in many districts,
in-country and diaspora change votes were overwhelmingly concentrated on the ‘main change list’ and
not evenly scattered across all the lists branded as change. In Beirut I the main change list led by Paula
Yaacoubian won 3.5 times more votes than the two other change lists combined. In Beirut II the main
change list led by Ibrahim Mneimneh won 12 times more votes than the other three change lists. In Mount
Lebanon IV, the main change list led by Mark Doub won 6 times more votes than the other three change
lists combined. In North Lebanon III, the main change list led by Michel Douehi won 10 times more than
the other change lists combined (not including Michel Mouawad’s list). This massive concentration of
change votes on the same list in many districts was surprising given that most change candidates, parties
and programmes are largely unknown to the electorate. One change candidate elected to parliament even
admitted to Atlas Assistance that ‘people don’t vote for programmes’ and that the concentration of change
votes owed to efficient campaign promotion/marketing of the main change lists. A second factor in the
change lists’ surprising victories was that they were the main beneficiaries of the Future Movement’s
official boycott. Change candidates claimed five sunni seats formerly held by the Future Movement, two
in Beirut, one each in Chouf, West Bekaa, and Tripoli as well as a Greek orthodox seat in West Beirut.
Change figures thus won six of the 18 seats the Future Movement lost compared to 2018 thanks to its
official boycott. The spectacular success notwithstanding, the change lists campaign was not flawless.
Change lists were not united in either Akkar, Metn or Baabda while the change votes were also relatively
scattered. This made change figures miss out on one seat each in Akkar, in Metn where Jad Ghosn lost by
82 votes, and in Baabda where National Bloc candidate Michel Helou lost by 900 votes. Although the
election law in these cases was unfavourable to the change lists, it also enabled Cynthia Zarazir and Firas
Salloum to win seats even though the former finished third among candidates for the christian minorities
seat in Beirut and the latter fifth among alawite candidates in Tripoli. Moreover, some winning candidates’ change credentials are dubious. For example, Yassine Yassine has done business and remains ‘personal friends’ with Saad Hariri while the self-styled change list the Real Change that won sunni and alawite seats in Tripoli had winning candidate Firas Salloum celebrate in the streets to anthems praising
Syrian president Assad. Their membership of the ‘change’ parliamentary bloc is thus not guaranteed.
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Election result implications
The most significant implication of the elections is that the March 8th alliance lost its parliamentary majority
contrary to our projections, but remains by far the biggest camp with 60 MPs. At least two of its candidates
losing very narrowly – Faisal Karami and Haidar Issa – have said they will appeal to the constitutional
council amid allegations of fraudulent vote counting, but even if their losses get overturned, it will not
restore the parliamentary majority. The results are naturally creating friction with some smaller March 8th
bloc members like SSNP blaming their electoral defeats on internal divisions, while others blame their bigger partners for too little support. Some FPM members disgruntled with the loss of support among christian
voters may also demand that the alliance with Hezbollah be revised. However, it seems that the surprising
loss could also lead the camp to close ranks. Relations between FPM and Marada leaders Gibran Bassil and
Suleiman Frangieh are still improving since their April summit with Hassan Nasrallah, and media reports
now claim that an understanding on the presidency is on the way, while on May 31st Amal and the FPM
cooperated to have Nabih Berri and Elias Bou Saab elected speaker and deputy speaker of parliament.
The March 8th bloc’s electoral misfortunes have led a number of commentators to speculate that an alternative majority could be formed with more or less all non-March 8th elements. However, this seems highly
unlikely as the old March 14th bloc – which only has a total of 32 MPs - is facing even more internal divisions.
In one clear sign of early post-election March 14th friction, Razi al-Hajj – elected on a Lebanese Forces ticket
in Metn – has refused to join its bloc if it also includes anti-Hezbollah sunni hawk Ashraf Rifi. Moreover, the
PSP voted in favour of Nabih Berri’s re-election as parliamentary speaker which shows that it will not stick
to a hawkish March 14th line like the Lebanese Forces but could instead return to its historical role as the
kingmaker that can give or deny the March 8th bloc a parliamentary majority. Moreover, there is just as
much dividing as uniting the March 14th bloc and the new change bloc MPs. While most change figures
favour the March 14th bloc demand of disarming Hezbollah, the two camps differ on most other issues,
especially the economy. LF, PSP, Kataeb, Michel Mouawad and Fouad Siniora’s loyalist are all wedded to
the financial-economic status quo and have opposed the economic recovery plans of both the Diab and
Mikati cabinets. In contrast, most of the emerging change party candidates have expressed support for a
complete overhaul of the financial system, the wider economy and public administration while protecting
small depositors and concentrating losses on the elites. In fact, when it comes to policies addressing the
economic crisis, the March 14th bloc has far more in common with the March 8th bloc than with the change
camp. Furthermore, as described in our 111-page report, Lebanon’s wider change movement is also
mired in genuine ideological differences as well as rivalries between dominant personalities which could
soon replace the election jubilations. For example, it seems very unlikely that figures like Paula
Yacoubian, Osama Saad and Michel Mouawad could sit comfortably in the same parliamentary bloc, while
there appears to be no common ground between Kataeb’s position on the resistance weapons and that
of Elias Jaradeh and Firas Salloum. While a “core” change bloc of 12-13 members could be formed, a
broader one encompassing all the old and new self-styled change elements is almost inconceivable.
Equally important, amid the media euphoria over political change coming to the land of the cedars, it is
also often overlooked that the Lebanese voters re-elected around 68 incumbent parliamentarians. In addition, 10 newcomers won seats previously held by their relatives like Michel al-Murr Jr. or members of
the same party, like Hezbollah newcomer Raed Berro. Even using the widest definition of change to include Kataeb, Michel Mouawad, and Fouad Makhzoumi, non-change figures still hold around 100 of 128
seats in parliament. As such, even though the change movement exceeded all expectations and won truly
impressive victories and could propose new ideas, the balance of power in parliament remains decisively
in favour of the status quo on financial and economic policy. Moreover it should not be forgotten that
although its allies lost them their March 8th majority, Hezbollah is the most popular party in Lebanon and
more popular than ever – its ~360,000 votes would have given it 28 parliamentary seats in a non-sectarian proportional system. When at the same time taking into account the Lebanese Forces’ electoral
success, it is obviously saying a lot about the state of Lebanese politics anno 2022 that the two parties
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most reliant on sectarian discourse, overt militancy and foreign support from regional states are also the
most popular ones. It is also remarkable that the two most sectarian parties are the only traditional ones
getting increasingly popular among their constituents at a time when all others lose ground to change
parties and independent figures with a much more secular discourse. So, while those aspiring for change
in Lebanon have surely made an impressive and surprising electoral breakthrough, the coming period
already looks set to entail a tense stalemate with many hard-fought battles.
The balance of power in the new parliament is not only disadvantageous to change but even to the basic
functioning of Lebanon’s day-to-day politics. That neither the March 8 th nor the March 14th bloc has a
parliamentary majority is a perfect recipe for institutional deadlock and legislative sclerosis. The two
blocs have for decades been fighting over their share of the pie and will likely stall or resist legislation
proposed by the new change figures elected to parliament and vice versa. This anticipated legislative
sclerosis is obviously not conducive for parliament’s arduous task of passing a long range of rather complex and controversial reforms designed to unlock an IMF programme and broader international funding.
The new parliamentary divisions and expected paralysis will almost certainly also be reflected in the next
cabinet. As a reference, even after the 2018 elections when a relatively broad political consensus persisted, the national unity government still took Saad Hariri nine months to form. When Hariri was redesignated prime minister of what was intended to become a de facto national unity government in the
fall of 2020, another nine months passed before he eventually gave up. This time around, there is not
even agreement on what kind of government is to be formed. Prior to the elections, the FPM was reportedly betting on a majoritarian government representing the March 8 th majority and excluding Bassil’s
rivals like LF and the change movement. In contrast, both before and after the polls Hezbollah has repeatedly called for another national unity government. But this is almost inconceivable as the Lebanese
Forces has ruled out joining a cabinet including Hezbollah and even joining any government for the remainder of Michel Aoun’s term as president. In fact, LF leader Samir Geagea has said his party will try to
form a majoritarian government without the shiite party and the FPM, which seems equally unfeasible.
It is not even clear that a new prime minister can be easily identified. The incumbent Najib Mikati has
signalled possible desire to return as premier and president Michel Aoun has indicated support for reappointing the incumbent caretaker cabinet, in which the FPM has a blocking one-third. But it is uncertain
if Mikati can get nominated and earn confidence from a parliamentary majority in face of expected opposition from the March 14th bloc, the change movement and possibly even the centrists affiliated with the
Future Movement. Although Mikati’s chances are not great, he currently appears to be the only prime
ministerial candidate that could realistically hope to come anywhere near a parliamentary majority.
Given the difficulties in identifying the prime minister, identifying the kind of cabinet, and the immense
difficulties in forming it, it is highly unlikely that the new government will be formed before the presidential elections, meaning it could be delayed till November/December or even all the way in to 2023.
The presidential election is also bound to get complicated by the new “hung” parliament. As the leader of
supposedly the biggest christian party, LF leader Samir Geagea considers himself the top candidate for
the presidency. It is however inconceivable that the FPM, Amal and Hezbollah would ever allow that to
happen, and the shiite duo would surely use its control of the parliamentary speakership and its “shiite
veto” earned from monopolizing shiite parliamentary seats to deny Geagea the presidency. But Gibran
Bassil’s chances have certainly diminished greatly after the elections and media allude to a Hezbollahmediated understanding where Bassil will agree to Frangieh being the March 8th presidential candidate.
However, the bloc cannot impose its presidential candidate. A presidential election session in parliament
requires a quorum of 86 MPs, meaning that any combination of parties controlling 43 lawmakers can
simply bloc the election by not attending. Hezbollah and FPM used this tactic from 2014-2016 which can
now be used by March 14th and the change MPs. In other words, electing a president requires a compromise agreement even more elusive than the one necessitated to form a cabinet. The risk of a presidential
vacuum after October when Michel Aoun leaves office therefore appears to have risen significantly.
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Table of members of parliament
Elected MPs per party/cluster *
FPM

Amal

Hezbollah

March 8th allies
George Boujikian
(Tashnag)
Hagop
Pakradounian
(Tashnag)
Hakop Terezian
(Tashnag)

Independents

Change

Re-branded change

PSP

March 14th allies

Lebanese Forces

Michel al-Murr

Paula Yaacoubian
(Tahalof Watani)

Sami Gemayel
(Kataeb)

Taimur Jumblatt

Ashraf Rifi

Strida Geagea

Cynthia Zarazir
(ReLebanon)

Nadim Gemayel
(Kataeb)

Wael Abu Faour

Bilal Hashimi

George Adwan

Imad Hout
(Islamic Association)

Melhem Khalaf

Elias Hankash
(Kataeb)

Akram Chehayeb

Jamil Abboud

Pierre Bou Assi

1

Gibran Bassil

Nabih Berri

Muhammed Raad

2

Alain Aoun

Ali Hassan Khalil

Hassan Fadlallah

3

Ibrahim Kanaan

Ghazi Zeaiter

Ali Fayyad

4

Cesar Abi Khalil

Nasser Jaber

Ihab Hamadeh

Tony Frangieh
(Marada)

Osama Saad
(PNO)

Ibrahim Mneimneh

Salim Sayegh
(Kataeb)

Faisal Sayegh

Raji Najib Saad

Ghassan Hasbani

5

Elias Bou Saab

Muhammed
al-Khawaja

Amine Cherri

Melhem Tawk

Abdelrahman Bizri

Wadah Sadek

Adib Abdelmasih

Bilal Abdullah

Ghassan Skaf

Antoine Habshi

6

Nada Bustani

Fadi Alameh

Ibrahim Musawi

Farid Haykal
al-Khazen

Charbel Masaad

Halimeh Kaakour (LNA)

Michel Mouawad
(Independence Movement)

Marwan Hamadeh

Camille Chamoun (NLP)

Ziad Hawat

Neemat Frem
(Human Homeland Project)

Hadi Aboul Hassan

Jihad Pakradouni

Shawki Dakkash

Michel Daher

Jean Talouzian

George Okais

Razi al-Hajj

Elias Estephan

Fouad Makhzoumi

(National Dialogue Party)

7

Nicolas Sehnaoui

Ali Ossairan

Hussein Jeshi

Taha Najih (Ahbash)

Ihab Matar

Naja Aoun Saliba
(Taqaddom)

8

Edgard Traboulsi

Michel Moussa

Hassan Ezzeddine

Adnan Traboulsi
(Ahbash)

Nabil Badr

Mark Daou
(Taqaddom)

9

Farid Bustani

Hani Qobaissi

Rami Abu Hamdan

Mohammed Yahya

Walid Baarini

Elias Jaradeh

Jihad al-Samad

Ahmad al-Kheir

Firas Hamdan

Ghaith Yazbek

10

Simon Abi Ramia

Ali Khreiss

Hussein al-Hajj Hassan

11

George Atallah

Ayyoub Hmeid

Ali Ammar

Hassan Mrad
(Union Party)

Abdelaziz Samad

Rami Finge

Melhem Riachi

12

Salim Aoun

Ashraf Baydoun

Raed Berro

Melhem Hujeiri

Mohammed
Suleiman

Michel Doueihi

Nazih Matta

13

Charbel Maroun

Inaya Ezzeddine

Ali Meqdad

Yinal al-Solh

Saji Attieh

Yassine Yassine

Fadi Karam

14

Samer Toum

Qabalan Qabalan

Firas Salloum

Ahmad Rustom

Elias Khoury

15

Asaad Dergham

Jamil al-Sayyed

Karim Kebbara (Azm)

Said al-Asmar

16

Ghassan Atallah

Qassem Hashem
(Baath)

17

Jimmy Jabbour

Ghada Ayyoub

18
19
17

14

13

16

15

13

8

7

9

* This table shows MPs according to party membership and informal clusters not the parliamentary blocs expected to be formed in June
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Economic developments
Cabinet adopts economic recovery plan
On Friday May 20th the outgoing Mikati cabinet held its last regular session before assuming a caretaker
role following the elections of the new parliament. Among more than 100 items on its agenda, the cabinet’s most important decision was to approve its economic recovery plan. The final, approved version is
almost identical to the one leaked in late April and covered in our last monthly report - except for one
crucial detail. Whereas the version leaked in April ‘guaranteed’ all deposits up to 100,000 USD, i.e small
saving depositors, the final plan offers no such guarantees. The cabinet’s final economic recovery plan
and the associated ‘financial sector rehabilitation strategy’ still outline more than 70 billion USD in financial sector losses. They include more than 60 billion USD in losses accrued by the Lebanese central bank
(BDL). These losses will primarily be transferred to the BDL creditors among the Lebanese commercial
banks, meaning their shareholders and depositors, but now without guarantees. The strategy for implementing this starts with a ‘full audit’ (presumably meaning a forensic audit) of BDL’s foreign exchange
position, i.e. its total assets, liabilities and losses. Determining these will then pave the way for transferring an unspecified ‘large part’ of BDL’s losses to its creditors among the commercial banks. This process
will be coupled with an external audit of the 14 biggest commercial banks that account for 83% of total
sector assets. Those deemed ‘viable’ after bearing part of BDL’s losses will be recapitalised by shareholders and big depositors, while the ‘non-viable’ ones should be dissolved by end-November.
It is in the recapitalisation of viable banks and closure of unviable ones that the crucial change in the plan
lies, compared to the version leaked in April. The final version states that small depositors will be protected ‘to the maximum extent possible’ without mentioning 100,000 USD or any other number, or what
‘protected’ means. Even more crucially, this pseudo-guarantee covers only deposits in viable banks. The
implication is that depositors in unviable (effectively bankrupt) banks who have been defrauded by their
bank through irresponsible or criminal practices are also the most likely to end up with nothing at all. As
such, the plan offers no real safeguards against a wholesale massacre of deposits, small or big, in any
commercial bank. A few ministers voiced opposition to the plan, but they were ignored by prime minister
Najib Mikati and deputy prime minister Saadeh al-Shami who stressed that the cabinet was ‘compelled’
to pass the plan it is last session. Mikati supposedly referred to Nabih Berri making the adoption of a
capital controls law in parliament conditional on the approval of an economic recovery plan. Shami was
likely referring to the conditions imposed on the cabinet, and him specifically, by the IMF as well as Lebanon’s creditors whom he and minister of finance Youssef Khalil briefed on May 11 th. That Mikati and
Shami was so insistent in getting the plan adopted in cabinet’s last regular sessions suggests that they
expect it will be a long time before another opportunity arises to do so, in effect when a new government
is formed. Moreover, they probably reckon that approving the plan by a fully empowered cabinet allows
individual ministers to implement as much as possible its various aspects by decree even after they have
assumed a caretaker role and are nominally prohibited from convening as a cabinet.
To no surprise, the Association of Banks in Lebanon (ABL) also strongly criticised the final version of the
government’s economic recovery plan and the prospects of incurring some 60 billion USD in BDL losses,
bail-ins of shareholders in viable banks, haircuts, and closures of unviable banks. ABL issued two press
statements in less than 10 days after the cabinet’s approval criticising it for being a plan to ‘erase’ depositors’ money when there are ‘alternative solutions’. The ABL’s alternative refers to a long-held desire to
have the Lebanese state repay its debt to the commercial banks with public assets like airports, seaports,
MEA, Casino du Liban, and Intra Investment Company. As we have warned of since fall 2019, this would
amount to the de facto greatest heist in Lebanese history. The cabinet’s economic recovery plan neither
rejects nor endorses such a scenario, and in fact does not mention it at all. Which means it’s a possibility.
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Cabinet raises telecom prices
In its last session before assuming a caretaker role, the cabinet also approved a new pricing scheme for
the national telecommunications sector. The aim is to end the chronic deficits incurred by the sector since
the national currency began its meltdown in 2019, which outgoing minister of telecommunications
Johnny Qorm had warned would collapse the entire sector and push him to resign from his position.
While the new pricing scheme will in theory make the telecommunications sector profitable again, and
hence sustainable, it will also render services prohibitively expensive for a large number of Lebanese and
seemingly not address the deeply entrenched corruption that has flourished in the sector since the 1990s.
Upon the end of the civil war in 1990, conditions of conflict had both badly degraded the landline telephone network and prevented the skeletal Lebanese state from adopting mobile phone infrastructure.
Upgrading the dismal telecommunications infrastructure was one of the top priorities of the reconstruction programme of Rafik Hariri’s governments in the 1990s. Through a series of decisions made between
December 1992 and summer 1994, Hariri’s government approved build-operate-transfer (BOT) schemes
managed by the Council for Development and Reconstructions (Hariri’s personal fiefdom) to establish
two mobile cell phone networks built and operated by private companies until they have earned a return
on their investments and would then hand ownership over to the Lebanese state. This de facto duopoly
in the mobile phone sector was erroneously described as a ‘free market’ by the government.
In mid-1994, the Hariri cabinet awarded the contracts to build, operate and transfer two mobile phone
networks to France Telecom and Finland Telecom. The contracts specified the minimum number of mobile lines each company must operate and capped fees for establishing lines, monthly subscriptions, call
tariffs, and the share of revenue accrued to the government. The French and Finnish company incorporated local Lebanese joint stock companies to implement the contracts. Cellis was incorporated by France
Telecom, which held 67% of the shares with the remaining one-third held by Lebanese investors, mainly
Najib Mikati, his brother and his son with a total 30%. For its part, Finland Telecom incorporate LibanCell
but owned just 14% of the shares as the remaining 86% were held by Lebanese investors, mainly business tycoon Nizar Dalloul who was an associate of Rafik Hariri. That businessmen close to the Lebanese
government co-owned the two cell phone operators naturally fed the impression that the tender process
was rigged to fit political calculations and that the two mobile phone networks would be operated in a
crony manner to profit the politically connected. Such concerns were validated.
LibanCell and Cellis violated the terms of the contracts in countless ways that inflated their profits and
minimised the revenue of the Lebanese government. They did not calculate the government’s share according to all revenue as stipulated by the contracts, but frequently obscured earnings from special service fees, financial penalties on mobile phone line subscribers and the fees for opening lines. The two
mobile operators were also late in paying the monthly dues to the government on time, and the penalties
for the payment delays. LibanCell and Cellis also failed to ensure mobile phone coverage across all Lebanese territory as stipulated in the contracts, likely because the small number of subscribers in the most
remote rural areas would render it unprofitable to establish cell towers in these parts of the country. The
two companies also opened far more than the 250,000 lines stipulated in the contracts, which meant that
the number of subscribers exceeded infrastructural capacity and thus lowered the quality of services due
to pressure on the network. These contractual violations made the companies even more profitable, and
the telecommunications sector was a cash cow in the golden era of post-war crony reconstruction.
These practices in the telecommunications sector met unprecedented opposition from 1999 onwards,
following the election of Emile Lahoud as president and Salim al-Hoss as new prime minister. They had
both political and financial motives to address the rampant cronyism by Rafik Hariri’s associates in the
mobile phone sector. The new Lebanese government sought to recuperate millions of USD in unpaid dues
owed by LibanCell and Cellis. Not only that, controlling the sector and its revenues became the source of
broader political conflict between the various branches of the government and the political parties.
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President Lahoud and his political allies won a preliminary victory in 2001 when Rafik Hariri, despite
having returned as prime minister the previous year, could not prevent the Higher Council for Privatisation from cancelling the contracts of LibanCell and Cellis three years ahead of time. But how the two
networks would be managed from then on was not clear. As head of state and former commander of the
army, president Lahoud was strongly in favour of transferring operations of the two cell phone networks
to the Lebanese state while Rafik Hariri and other politicians of similar views regarding the private sector
preferred either public-private partnerships or full privatisation. Intense political conflict over the fate
of the lucrative mobile phone sector meant that no agreement could be reached over the following three
years, meaning that LibanCell and Cellis continued to operate in a quasi-official capacity. Only in April
2004 was a political consensus reached to launch a new public tender for private companies interested
in operating the two mobile phone networks. The Lebanese government received proposals from nine
interested companies, and eventually awarded the contracts to Kuwaiti company Zain and Egyptian company Orascom. Although LibanCell and Cellis thus lost their profitable contracts, Najib Mikati did manage
in his one month in office as prime minister from mid-April to mid-May 2005 - after the assassination of
Rafik Hariri and before the parliamentary elections - to cancel hundreds of millions of USD in fines issued
by the state to Cellis (of which he was a shareholder) and LibanCell for their past contractual breaches.
The cell phone networks now operated by Orascom came to be known as Alpha, and the one by Zain as
Touch, by now household names for anyone connected to the Lebanese telecommunications grid. Under
the new operators, the number of mobile phone line subscribers continued to grow, in large part as infrastructural investments by the ministry of telecommunications steadily improved access to 3G and 4G
mobile phone internet services. Such state-led investments took place even though Law 431/2002 had
liberalised the sector by ending the ministry of telecommunications’ exclusive right to permit private
investments in the sector by allowing private sector investments in all telecommunications services except landline phone services and mobile phone services, in effect an invitation for investments in internet
infrastructure. Perhaps the lack of private investments in the telecommunications sector owed to the fact
that the independent Telecommunications Regulatory Authority stipulated in Law 431/2002 to monitor
the sector was never established. As such, although services were improving and the number of cell
phone line subscribers was increasing, the mobile phone sector retained most ills of the pre-2004 era.
The persistent cronyism in the mobile phone sector came under scrutiny in 2010 after the reformist
Charbel Nahhas was appointed new minister of telecommunications. Nahhas announced that Lebanese
cell phone bills, among the highest in the world, were largely made up of taxes and quasi-taxes that had
nothing to do with the operating expenses of the two companies and merely inflated their profits and the
revenues paid to the government. A 2014 study by the Consumer Protection Association in Lebanon
moreover found that Lebanese telecommunications subscriptions are more than twice as expensive as
the equivalent services in France. Moreover, the study noted that the two cell phone operators in Lebanon always bill their subscribers for a full minute. A call lasting 8 seconds would be billed as one minute,
while a call lasting 1 minute and 2 seconds would be billed as 2 minutes. As such, Lebanese cell phone
users lost more than 25% of the minutes they had paid for at prices well above those even in advanced
western countries. The Consumer Protection Association study noted that it is hard to compare cell
phone services in Lebanon with other countries, because those of the former are more ‘primitive’ and
offered by a ‘monopoly’ market that is ‘completely’ void of competition.
Despite the expensive telecommunications services offered by the Alpha and Touch duopoly, the number
of subscribers grew by nearly 6% annually from 2010 to 2015. This was mainly a result of the influx of
more than a million Syrian refugees, many of whom needed and could afford mobile services. Remarkably, even though Alpha and Touch earned more revenue from the growing number of subscribers, the
two companies’ dues to the state declined. This was because the fixed costs of operating the networks
had surged after they had been transferred from the ministry of telecommunications to the companies.
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In 2012 the second Mikati cabinet decided to transfer all the operating expenses of the two mobile phone
networks from the ministry of telecommunications to the two private operators, Alpha and Touch. The
official reason was to narrow the widening public deficits by curbing expenditures. But this was not
achieved as the reduction in expenditures was offset by a decline in state revenue from the two operators.
After Alpha and Touch became responsible for covering the operating costs, they suddenly and inexplicably skyrocketed from 289 million USD to 661 million USD. Why operating costs more than doubled
after they went from being covered by the ministry to the operators was unclear because the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority stipulated in Law 431/2002, despite having been formed in 2007, was
either unable or unwilling to investigate the irregularities. It was widely believed that the two companies
in conspiracy with corrupt government officials inflated “operating costs” to disguise nepotistic employment of political clients and embezzlement of funds legally due to the government. For example, due to
the mysteriously surging operating costs, the share of Touch’s total revenue paid to the state dropped
from 79% to 57%. The 22 percentage-point drop amounted to hundreds of millions of USD. Touch also
spent more than twice as much money as Alpha on diesel to power its cell phone towers, even though the
two companies operate roughly the same number of towers. This bred speculations that Touch was also
in cahoots with the ministry of energy & water as well as the cartel of petroleum importing companies.
From 2012-2014 the ministries of telecommunication and energy & water were held by Free Patriotic
Movement ministers Nicolas Sehnaoui and Gibran Bassil, respectively.
Political infighting over control of the profitable telecommunications sector intensified once again after
the formation of the 2014 national unity government led by prime minister Tammam Salam. The next
year the new minister of telecommunications Boutros Harb levied a series of allegations against the head
of the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority, the Amal-affiliated Imad Hoballah (who was appointed
minister of industry in the 2020 Diab cabinet). The Authority was created in 2007 but soon fell into a
legal limbo because other parts of Law 431/2002 that stipulated its creation had not been implemented.
The law had also stipulated the creation of a third mobile phone network called Liban Telecom, but this
never happened. The State Shoura Council in 2009 thus ruled that the parts of the law pertaining to the
Telecommunications Regulatory Authority did not apply either and the body thus did not enjoy its specified prerogatives. As a result, the body assumed an official caretaker role limited to advising the minister.
This legal limbo was maintained smoothly under Harb’s predecessors but created conflict under the new
minister. In 2015 minister Harb requested that the authority suspends all its work while an investigation
was carried out into millions of USD the body had incurred in debt over the previous years despite not
functioning properly. Hoballah and Harb’s other political rivals viewed it as an attempt by the minister
to sabotage the only institution remotely able to monitor the profitable and opaque activities in the telecommunications sector. Eventually, however, the conflict ebbed out and business continued undisturbed.
Despite engaging in intermittent conflict over control of the telecommunications sector, the politicians
did not want to slaughter the goose laying the golden eggs. Alpha and Touch continued to grow their
numbers of subscribers while keeping operating costs and profits high and transfers to the Lebanese
state low. According to the latest available estimates, there are roughly 4.5 million subscribers to cell
phone lines in Lebanon, around 2 million for Alpha services and 2.5 million for Touch services, although
paying some of the highest prices worldwide for telecommunications. In 2018 the two companies operated 1,380 and 1,338 stations and towers in their respective networks. Despite the near-equality in the
number of subscribers and sizes of networks – both a reflection of an organised duopoly void of market
competition – they spent uneven amounts on diesel to power their networks. While Alpha spent just 5.8
million litres of diesel powering its network, Touch spent more than twice as much, 13.4 million litres.
Business was beyond good, and telecommunications was one of the few sectors under state control that
actually turned profits at a time when both the electricity sector and the water sector ran chronic deficits.
This is likely why then-minister of telecommunications Mohammed Choucair in October 2019 announced
plans to start taxing WhatsApp, a plan that soon triggered the months-long massive popular uprising.
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The October 2019 “revolution”, simplistically explained only by the proposed WhatsApp tax, accelerated
the economic collapse that had begun two months earlier when the official currency peg unhinged and
the rate began to drop. Soon after the uprising ended in early 2020, the Corona pandemic arrived in Lebanon and exacerbated the economic crisis by an order of magnitude. The newly appointed cabinet of
prime minister Hassan Diab had to make very difficult decisions to even cushion the impact of the economic crisis. One of the easier decisions was made on May 5 th when the Diab cabinet decided to restore
operations of the two mobile phone networks to the Lebanese state. Alpha and Touch’s contracts had
expired the previous fall during the uprising, but then-minister of telecommunications Mohammed
Choucair’s bid to extend their contracts once again was foiled by opposition in parliament, principally
from Hezbollah. However, as in the 1998-2004 period, a political consensus to end the contracts of the
current operators was not matched by a consensus on the new operators. Consequently, feuding politicians settled on a ‘transitional’ solution that true to Lebanese government tradition became open-ended.
In April and May 2020 when the decision was made to end Alpha and Touch’s contracts, the government
agreed that new, state-appointed boards would manage the two companies on an interim basis until a
new public tender for operating the cell phone networks would be issued in September. The two, “new”
five-member boards were revealed by then-minister of telecommunications Talal Hawat in June and consisted of mostly familiar faces. The new boards of directors overwhelmingly comprised existing employees of the two network operators. The only change was that clients of the Free Patriotic Movement and
Amal gained more influence, while the power of Future Movement clients was curtailed accordingly. As
such, the “restoration” of state management of the mobile phone networks was indefinitely postponed as
Alpha and Touch continue to operate the grid, although with slightly reconfigured boards reflecting the
changing balance of power in cabinet, while everyone waited for the issuance of the new public tender
later that year. One month later, in July, the Diab cabinet also specified a new mechanism obliging the
private operators to transfer all their revenue except expenditures for salaries to the ministry of finance,
which would then reimburse the companies for other verified operating expenses. This mechanism had
been stipulated in the 2020 public budget and aimed to lift the opacity of the two companies high operating expenses, but the mechanism was not specified before July when the Diab cabinet took action. The
mechanism was however appealed to the State Shoura Council, which ruled it as illegal in June 2021.
The Diab cabinet’s ambitions to curb embezzlement in the telecommunications sector by nominally restoring state control over the mobile phone networks was definitively aborted when the government was
forced to resign in August after the Beirut port explosion. The cabinet’s resignation and the destruction
of the Touch building facing Beirut port postponed the planned tenders until a new cabinet could be
formed. This ended up taking more than a year, as the next cabinet headed by prime minister Mikati was
only formed in September 2021. Just one month into office, the cabinet fell into a three-month paralysis
due to political differences over Beirut port explosion investigation. Only in January 2022 was the cabinet
able to reconvene and finally pass decisions on the numerous issues on its agenda. These included the
mobile phone grid, which new minister of telecommunications Johnny Qorm warned was at high risk of
complete collapse due to the meltdown of the national currency. Qorm was not exaggerating. The structural problem facing the mobile phone sector was the same as the one for the electricity sector. Practically
all of Alpha and Touch’s revenues are earned in a national currency that has lost more than 95% of its
value, while most of their expenditures apart from salaries are in dollars. USD-denominated expenditures
have even risen as the operators now need to buy more diesel than even to power the cell phone towers
after the collapse of state electricity provision. USD-denominated expenditures for maintenance of the
grid have also surged due to rampant theft of telecommunications infrastructure such as batteries and
converters for the towers. In other words, the mobile phone network operators faced higher expenditures than ever while their revenue in USD terms was lower than ever. For example, Touch reported to
the ministry of telecommunications that it has suffered 21 billion LBP, 12 million lollars and 3.5 million
fresh dollars in total deficit in 2021, leaving the company’s very survival in jeopardy going into 2022.
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Since being appointed minister of telecommunications in September 2021, Johnny Qorm has warned that
the mobile phone grid would completely collapse unless the government agreed to raise the tariffs to a
level that would enable Alpha and Touch to continue operating without incurring losses. However, the
three-month paralysis from October to January prevented cabinet from adopting any decision. When it
was finally able to reconvene in early 2022, there was no appetite for hiking telecommunications prices
a few months before elections. Through ineptitude and malice, the politicians had already collapsed the
electricity sector, removed subsidies on gasoline and generator diesel as well as lifted subsidies on many
medicines and foods. The ruling class saw no need to make itself even more unpopular before the polls
by enacting a steep hike in the prices of mobile phone services and reckoned that the sector could muddle
through a few more months. Consequently, the can was kicked down the road to a point after the elections
but before the cabinet would assume a caretaking role. That exact point was the May 20th cabinet session.
After the cabinet’s last session, minister of telecommunications Qorm announced that the government
had adopted telecoms price hikes that would enable the sector to survive. The new prices take effect on
July 1st and cover both cell phone services delivered by Alpha and Touch as well as the landline services
provided by state-owned and -managed company Ogero. Cell phone services have been priced in dollars
at the defunct official exchange rate at 1,507.5 LBP/USD ever since the national currency began its long
ongoing meltdown. Under the new pricing scheme, cell phone services will be lowered by 67% in USD
terms and then multiplied by the Sayrafa currency exchange platform rate to yield a new, viable LBPdenominated price. Throughout spring there was speculation that the new ‘telecommunications dollar’
rate would be fixed at somewhere between 8,000 and 20,000 LBP/USD, but the government eventually
settled on the much higher, and volatile Sayrafa rate. Consequently, buying 100 USD worth of cell phone
credit will thus rise from a price of 150,000 LBP to (100 * 0.33 * 24,500) 808,500 LBP on July 1st. At the
current market exchange rate of around 31,000 LBP/USD the same amount of cell phone credit will thus
rise more than six-fold from 4.16 USD to around 26 USD. Qorm announced on May 20th that mobile phone
prices would ‘only’ increase around five-fold but the accelerated depreciation of the Lebanese lira in the
end of May drove the Sayrafa rate up to nearly 25,000 LBP/USD. The more the market rate rises, the more
the Sayrafa rate will too – although at a lower level – and raise the LBP prices that take effect on July 1 st.
Landline telecommunications services like phone calls and internet delivered by Ogero will be raised 2.5
times, although it is unclear if they are also vulnerable to fluctuations in the Sayrafa rate.
Digital Rights Group SMEX warned that the price hike will increase ‘digital classism and divide…which
means that the telecoms will only be affordable to the wealthy’. Conceding that is an accurate prognosis
of the impact, but nonetheless defended the price hike by arguing that it was the only way to save the
sector from complete collapse. Qorm explained that total telecommunications sector revenues had plummeted from 1.4 billion USD to just 70 million USD during the crisis, a 95% drop neatly reflecting the
collapse of the Lebanese lira. Even though 2G internet services are being suspended to save the sector 42
million USD in annual operating costs, annual sector expenses still total 295,000 million USD, mostly denominated in dollars. This leaves the sector with an annual deficit of 225 million USD, Qorm explained.
While these figures make it hard to deny that the sector was running huge deficits over the past 2½ years,
they also imply that the sector’s annual pre-crisis profits totalled nearly 1 billion USD as operating costs
then stood at 530 million USD. Under the new pricing scheme, Qorm expects telecommunications sector
annual revenue to rise back to 350 million USD and thus turn a roughly 50 million USD annual profit. This
is much lower than before the crisis and reflects that the average revenue per user (ARPU) has dropped
from a pre-crisis peak of 29 USD to 1 USD and will settle in the 6-8 USD range under the new pricing
scheme. This will make Lebanese ARPU go from being the highest in the region to one of the lowest,
around the same level as the 8 USD ARPU in Jordan. Despite the drop in dollar-denominated ARPU, minister Qorm estimates that more than 25% of current telecommunications subscribers would be forced to
discontinue their subscriptions after the price hikes take effect on July 1 st. This may be a low estimate,
since the Sayrafa is poised to rise further as the lira is expected to crash later this year.
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Humanitarian developments
No progress on torture in Lebanon
From May 4th-10th a UN Subcommittee on the Prevention of Torture (SPT) delegation visited Beirut. The
delegation was headed by Nika Kvaratskhelia and included fellow members Vasiliki Artinopoulou, Marija
Definis, Hamida Drida and Satyabhooshun Gupt Dumah as well as SPT staffers Anders Malver and Armen
Avetisian. The delegation assessed the Lebanese government’s follow-up on the recommendations from
the SPT’s first visit in 2010 after the country two years earlier ratified the optional protocol to the convention against torture and other cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment and punishment, which is
mainly aimed at protecting persons in detention. The delegation members met the ministers of defence,
interior and justice, the heads of the army and the three main security services, the head of the national
preventative mechanism as well as representatives of various NGOs in the field of prison and detainee
conditions. The SPT team also visited various state detention facilities to assess conditions of inmates
and staff and to determine if its recommendations from 12 years ago had been heeded. After completing
its meetings and inspections, the SPT delegation presented its preliminary findings in a press statement
on May 12th. To no surprise to anyone familiar with how Lebanon’s economic crisis has amplified the high
pre-existing levels of inertia and disregard for human rights, the SPT delegation concluded that Lebanon
had made ‘little progress’ in preventing torture and similar abuse. Illustrating the gravity of the situation,
the SPT departed from the usually soft language employed by UN agencies and minced no words about
the Lebanese government’s performance in the past 12 years. Kvaratskhelia said ‘most of the recommendations’ of the last SPT visit remain unimplemented and the Lebanese government’s efforts have had ‘no
major impact’ on the conditions of detainees. The delegation also expressed ‘serious concern’ about the
prolonged pre-trial detentions as well as overcrowding and the ‘deplorable living conditions’ in incarceration facilities. The SPT’s final report will be shared with the Lebanese government, which is urged to but
not obliged to make it public. That seems unlikely to happen given the gravity of the findings alluded to.
While the SPT’s findings have not been made public, the delegation’s failure to find progress suggests
that prison conditions in Lebanon are as bad as always and probably worse than three years ago. Overcrowding is a persistent problem in the Lebanese prison system. It has 25 official detention facilities with
an official combined capacity of around 3,500 inmates, while the real number is nearly three times higher,
according to a 2019 Prison System Brief. This makes the Lebanese prison system the most overcrowded
in the Middle East. For example, the biggest facility, Roumieh prison, has an official capacity of some 1,500
inmates but houses between 4,000 and 6,500 according to various estimates. Some detention cells house
so many prisoners that not all can sit at the same time while some sleep on the floors of bathrooms that
are often shared by scores of inmates. Overcrowding is rooted in the structural issue that the security
forces arrest far more suspects than the judiciary can process. Tellingly, nearly two-thirds of all detainees
are held in pre-trial detention while waiting for their cases to be processed. The work of the understaffed
judiciary has slowed down even further in the past 2½ years as the 2019 uprising and then the covid-19
pandemic brought the public sector to a near-standstill. Since then, judges, court clerks and lawyers have
held intermittent strikes to protest working conditions, demand pay raises etc. Consequently, sentencing
has ground to a near-halt and along with it the outflow of detainees, while arrests by the security forces
keep the inflow constant. The steadily mushrooming prison population means that an increasing number
of inmates are housed in facilities not designed as prisons, which is only the case for Roumieh and Zahle
prison. Qobbeh prison in Tripoli used to be a horse stable, while the Adlieh detention centre was once an
underground parking lot. Both facilities have since been repurposed to house the growing number of
detainees. The overcrowding and ‘deplorable’ conditions are coupled with ‘pervasive torture’, the UN
Committee Against Torture said in 2014. These are the conditions that the SPT delegation concluded have
not improved and even suggested have deteriorated further as a result of the crisis in Lebanon.
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Security developments
Wave of election-related violence
The May 15th parliamentary election and the run-up to it was marked by much more violent incidents
than the 2018 polls. This likely reflects that the elections four years ago took place in a context of unusual
political consensus and amity following the presidential settlement between the FPM and the Future
Movement as well as the Maarab Agreement between the FPM and the Lebanese Forces. In contrast, this
year’s elections took place in the context of high tensions related to the breakdown of many of the former
political alliances, the economic crisis and the looming presidential elections. As predicted in our May
report, the election-related security incidents that really began in April continued to grow in numbers in
the first two weeks of May and then culminated in a wave of violence on election day. As in April, many
of the incidents in the first two weeks of May were shootings clearly meant to intimidate certain candidates and disturb their election campaigns. In Tripoli, unidentified gunmen on May 13 th opened fire at
one of candidate Omar Harfouche’s election offices in Tripoli as well as the Via Mina hotel in the eponymous neighbourhood hosting his entire electoral machine. Harfouche’s campaign had by then already
dealt with vandalism of his banners as well as a major voter rally going awry when the prospective voters
attending the event started rioting and stealing chairs and tables after not getting the cash sums they
were promised for attending. Intimidation by shooting also affected Akkari candidate Karam Daher
whose convoy was fired at by unidentified gunmen near Halba on May 7th, as well as Hussein Raad from
the Lebanese Forces list in Baalbek-Hermel who was subject to gunfire while visiting a family in Taalabaya on May 1st. Raad’s running mate Abbas Jawhari had similarly had a voter meeting interrupted by
assault rifle fire from suspected Amal and Hezobllah supporters near Baalbek in late April. The run-up to
the elections was also marred by countless acts of vandalism and arson primarily targeting posters of
candidates from Akkar in the north, to Saida in the south to Bekaa in the east.
Violence expectedly peaked on election day with more than 35 reported incidents of the kind. While the
early morning witnessed only minor scuffles among voters in the overcrowded polling stations, partisan
supporters soon swept into action. Hezbollah and Lebanese Forces supporters got busy and clashed with
sticks, baseball bats and other blunt weapons in at least five different locations with mixed christianshiite populations like the suburbs of Zahle, upper Byblos district and the countryside of Jezzine. Many
were injured but it seems no one died, an achievement given the level of tensions between the two parties
since the October 2021 Tayouneh clashes. Lebanese Forces partisans also clashes with supporters of the
Zahle Revolts list in Zahle, with Marada members in Zgharta, SSNP supporters in Akkar and with FPM
supporters in Baalbek and Chekka. FPM supporters also clashed with Future Movement supporters in
Bekaa, while supporters of Walid Jumblatt and Wiam Wahhab scuffled in Aley. Notably, only one shooting
occurred while voting took place, a reflection of the heavy LAF and ISF turnout to ensure an orderly election. However, after polling stations closed celebratory gunfire broke out in nearly all parts of Lebanon
as supporters of winning candidates enthusiastically fired into the air, causing at least one death and
multiple injures. Over the next few days the number of election-related incidents expectedly dropped and
quickly ebbed as only lingering tensions between winning and losing candidates fuelled residual instability. For example, on May 16th unidentified gunmen opened fire on a convoy for the islamist party
Ahbash in Beirut’s Aisha Bakkar area while tensions between Jumblatt and Wahhab supporters escalated
into a shooting in Kafr Nabrakh town in Chouf. The next day, tensions between FPM and Lebanese Forces
supporters devolved into a street fight at the Saydeh church east of Beirut while the day after tensions
between rival shiite clansmen supporting or opposing Hezbollah escalated into a shooting in Lasa in the
mountains above Byblos. The wave of specifically election-related violence ebbed out after May 18th, but
the general risk of political violence remains as high as before the elections as the shifting balance of
power in parliament and expected institutional deadlocks raise tensions in the coming months.
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Map of security developments

North Lebanon:
Civil unrest, gun violence and crime remain common in the north, as family
and clan feuds escalate into armed
clashes with a frequency usually associated only with the Bekaa Valley.

Beirut and Mount Lebanon:
Beirut and Mount Lebanon continue
to witness relatively low levels of civil
unrest and gun violence, although
protests are expected to increase in
June as a result of the accelerating
economic deterioration.

South Lebanon:
South Lebanon continues to
witness lower rates of civil unrest, crime and shootings than
most other parts of Lebanon,
as even the Palestinian refugee
camps remain calm despite ongoing Israeli aggression in Jerusalem and in the West Bank.
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Bekaa Valley:
Violent crime and gun violence remain
common in the Bekaa, although the number of kidnappings dropped sharply in May
after the Lebanese security forces took
heavy-handed measures to curb the recent
wave of abductions in the region.

Blue Line:
The Blue Line remains calm but tense amid
increasingly frequent cases of Israeli forces
foiling attempts to smuggle weapons from
Lebanon into the northern Galilee.
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Northern Lebanon
Developments in northern Lebanon
Going into June the security situation in northern Lebanon remains very precarious and marked by high
rates of civil unrest, crime and gun violence, even when discounting incidents related to the recent elections. In May, the region witnessed more than 25 protests and roadblocks fuelled by deteriorating living
conditions and basic services as well as lingering popular anger with the authorities’ handling of the
tragic mass drowning of migrants and refugees in late April. On May 6 th a leader of the Dandashi family
from Tripoli’s Qobbeh neighbourhood and on behalf of the relatives of the drowned persons threatened
further escalation unless the Lebanese government both recovers the shipwreck, find the remaining
missing persons, and penalises those responsible. One week later, families of the drowned protested in
Tripolis’ Nour Square, at the Grand Serail and in front of prime minister Najib Mikati’s residence in alMina neighbourhood. Despite the lingering unrest and the threats of further escalation, five weeks after
the tragedy the Lebanese authorities do not appear either able or willing to wrap up its investigation and
give closure to the relatives. Perhaps the authorities do not view the families’ threats of escalation as
credible or very frightening. Afterall, the catastrophic fuel depot explosion in Taleil town in Akkar in August 2021 that caused dozens of casualties similarly bred threats of escalation by the relatives of the
victims, including personal attacks on responsible officials, but these never materialised. Not only that,
but two parliamentarians linked to the fuel smuggling in Akkar that caused the blast just got re-elected.
Time will tell if the relatives of the Tripoli drowning disaster are also making empty threats.
Gun violence also remains common in the north with more than 30 shooting incidents reported over the
past month, not including those related to the elections. As usual the vast majority of incidents took place
in Tripoli and most were rooted in various disputes. In addition to the spectacularly high numbers of
shootings in the north, which exceed the Bekaa, it is also remarkable how many stem from feuds between
families or clans as is mainly associated with Baalbek-Hermel district. For example, on May 3rd a dispute
between Abbas and Hawat families escalated into armed clashes that left three injured in Minieh. Over
the following week, family disputes also escalated into armed clashes in Tripoli’s Qobbeh neighbourhood
and Jdaydet Qaytea town in Akkar. On May 16 th and 20th disputes between different families escalated
into clashes in Bab al-Reml neighbourhood in Tripoli while on the 21 st a dispute between Ghiya and Saidawi families triggered clashes in nearby Swaika area. It is not only the rising number of family- and clanrelated shootings that make the security situation in northern Lebanon more and more similar to that of
the Bekaa. In the north, attacks on security force personnel and positions have traditionally been the
work almost exclusively of jihadists but are now also being perpetrated with increasing regularity by
criminal gangs as is common in the Bekaa. On May 15th a gunman opened fire on an LAF position in Dahr
Nassar in Akkar and injured two army soldiers in an incident that initially raised fears of a terrorist attack
designed to distburb the elections the same day. However, LAF intelligence arrested the suspect later the
same day and did not find any links to terrorism and the suspect was thus more likely a petty criminal.
Barely three weeks earlier, an arms trafficker was shot dead by LAF soldiers at a checkpoint in Wadi
Khaled as he tried to run them over with his car. The killing of the suspect prompted gunfire by affiliates
on the Syrian side of the border against LAF positions elsewhere in Wadi Khaled. The Lebanese army and
media framed the dead suspect as an ‘Islamic State-linked fugitive’ but there has been no evidence that
he was a member of the group and was most likely a normal arms trafficker simply doing business,
whether with jihadists or not. Moreover, real jihadists would not have given up their positions by engaging in futile cross-border shooting against a fortified army position. This is not to say that terrorist activity is not an issue in the north, but rather that smuggling plays an increasingly important part in a local
economy deteriorating on all other metrics and that criminals in the north, like their counterparts in
Bekaa, seem increasingly willing to engage the security forces to protect their business interests.
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Map of developments in northern Lebanon
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The Bekaa Valley
Developments in the Bekaa Valley
Going into June the security situation in the Bekaa Valley remains unchanged and defined by high rates
of gun violence and crime. As usual, the most spectacular shootings remain linked to on-and-off rivalries
between local clans, families and organised crime groups. On May 10th a family dispute escalated into a
shootout that left one person dead in Sohmor town in West Bekaa, while nine days later one of the typical
clan disputes devolved into armed clashes in Hermel, although without causing any casualties. The most
noteworthy incident occurred in Baalbek’s notorious Sharawineh neighbourhood on May 19th when a
dispute led members of the Jaafar clan to carry out a drive-by shooting against a shop owned by members
of the Rifai family. Wadah Rifai died instantly, one of his relatives was injured while one of their associates
named Muhammed Bayan later died of his wounds. The murder not only enraged the victims’ families
but also fanned sectarian tensions, Jaafar being shiite and Rifai and Bayan being sunnis. With tensions
surging along with the risk of more violence, the Jaafar clan prudently handed over the suspected shooter
to LAF for prosecution and paid condolences to the Rifai and Bayana families. This so far appears to have
been enough to ease tensions and curb the threat of more violence between these particular families.
Meanwhile, the number of kidnappings in the Bekaa dropped dramatically in May after such incidents
were getting increasingly common from November through April. One attempted kidnapping took place
in the Douris roundabout near Baalbek on May 5th when gunmen tried to intercept a driver, but he managed to evade the assailants and avoid getting hit when they opened fire on his car. Another kidnapping
was reported in Zahle on May 11th when an employee of state telecommunications company Ogero called
his brother to say he had been abducted, robbed and taken to Beirut’s southern suburbs. The brother
contacted the ISF Information Branch which within 24 hours concluded that the alleged victim had staged
his own kidnapping and robbery to embezzle 51 million LBP of Ogero funds in his possession that he was
meant to deposit in a company bank account in Zahle. Just 12 days later another Lebanese man was actually kidnapped near Baalbek and then beat up and robbed by his captors before they released him
hours later. As such, no successful kidnappings took in the Bekaa in May. This may be a result of the mass
raids carried out by LAF and ISF in the region that clearly showed that the state authorities do no tolerate
kidnappings, at least in the run-up to the elections. After the April 16 th kidnapping of Egyptian national
Sadeq Rouli near Taybeh, LAF intelligence and ISF Information Branch officers raided the residences of
at least ten suspected kidnappers from Jaafar, Zeaiter, Dandash and Meqdad clans as well as Raad,
Shouman, Attar and other families in Baalbek’s Sharawineh neighbourhood and surrounding villages like
Taybeh. After more than five persons had been arrested, including many relatives of the main suspects,
the Egyptian kidnap victim was released by the kidnappers/rescued by the army in late April.
The mass raids and arrest – which the real kidnappers derided as state-sanctioned abductions of their
relatives for a de facto prisoner exchange – clearly signalled that Lebanese security forces will go to great
lengths to curb the recent wave of kidnappings in the Bekaa. They scored another victory on May 15th by
securing the release of Lebanese-Canadian dual national and diaspora resident Joseph Mufarrej. He was
abducted on the old airport road in Beirut one month earlier after arriving by plane to Lebanon and was
taken to Syria and held for ransom. However, due to coordination between General Security and its Syrian
counterparts, Muraffej’s was released and his kidnappers arrested in mid-May and handed over to Lebanese custody. The Lebanese security forces’ draconian raids after the April abduction of Sadeq Rouli and
the successful coordination with their Syrian counterparts concerning kidnap gangs crossing the border
present a lot of deterrence to prospective kidnappers in the Bekaa Valley. This is likely the reason the
number of kidnappings dropped so steeply in May compared to the previous six months. It does however
remain to be seen if the security forces will maintain the same vigilance and same level of deterrence
towards Bekaa-based kidnapers after the parliamentary elections are over.
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Map of developments in the Bekaa Valley
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Beirut and Mount Lebanon
Developments in Beirut and Mount Lebanon
Going into June the security situation in Beirut and Mount Lebanon remains stable amid low levels of civil
unrest. Aside the election-related protests, rallies and street fights between May 13th and 17th, Beirut and
Mount Lebanon witnesses only 28 acts of civil unrest over the past month. They were fuelled by a range
of different issues such as the deadlock in the Beirut port blast investigation, the war in Ukraine, the
banks’ unwillingness to implement the student dollar law, the Israeli assassination of Palestinian journalist Shireen Abu Aqleh, and the shortage in various types of medicines. Notably, a wave of protests from
the expected post-election depreciation of the Lebanese lira has not materialised. The market exchange
rate dropped from, 27,000 LBP/USD two days before the elections to 38,000 LBP/USD two weeks later.
The sudden drop did trigger a few protests in downtown Beirut in early signs of the anticipated wave of
exchange rate-induced civil unrest. Seemingly detecting this, and with a political greenlight, on May 27 th
BDL announced the commercial banks would resume selling unlimited amounts of dollars at the Sayrafa
rate of around 24,500 LBP/USD. This mere announcement caused the market exchange rate to drop by
nearly 11,000 points in 24 hours but it soon increased again to 31,000 LBP. The latest BDL money market
intervention thus snuffed out the nascent resumption of protests, at least for a while.
Meanwhile, the rise in family-, clan- and gang-related shootings in and around Beirut that began earlier
this year continued throughout May, even when disregarding election-related incidents. On May 4th a clan
feud escalated into armed clashes in the Laylake neighbourhood in Beirut’s southern suburbs, while on
the 18th a family dispute devolved into a shootout in Choueifat that left one person dead. Two days later
a dispute among members of the Daher family led to clashes in Khalde, while on the 22nd another family
dispute devolved into a shootout in Naameh that left two people injured. In one of the more remarkable
shootings, on May 14th unidentified gunmen opened fire on the office of (infamous) lawyer Mark Habka
in Saifi in downtown Beirut. Habka is the attorney for the Mecattef Group company being investigated
for involvement in illegally transferring cash dollars out of Lebanon and whose owner Michel Mecattef
died from heart failure in March. Habka has criticised Mount Lebanon judge Ghada Aoun’s handling of
her investigation into Mecattef Group, including in a live interview on MTV. Habka’s criticism prompted
judge Aoun to press charges for slander against him and MTV co-host George Ghanem, the brother of
famous TV host Marcel Ghanem. The Ghanem brothers are known critics of judge Aoun’s FPM patrons. In
addition to representing himself in court, Habka is also the lawyer for MTV and thus was the defence
attorney for George Ghanem. Habka further escalated the legal feud by vowing to take legal action himself
against judge Aoun. The shooting against Habka’s office on May 14th was possibly linked to these politically sensitive legal proceedings. Habka is familiar with politically sensitive cases. In 2017 he represented
Kataeb leader Sami Gemayel in a corruption and embezzlement lawsuit against Sukleen waste management company owned by Future Movement-affiliated business tycoon Jihad al-Arab. In 2018 Habka defended ISF Cyber Crimes Division head Suzanne al-Hajj against claims that she framed actor Ziad Itani as
an Israeli spy. Since 2020 Habka has defended ex-LAF intelligence head Camille Daher in the Beirut port
blast investigation, and in 2021 Habka represented Khoury Contracting in its legal proceedings to overturn the US sanctions imposed on the company due to its close affiliation with FPM leader Gibran Bassil.
Finally, on May 23rd the authorities began removing the concrete barriers and barbed wire that have
blocked access to parliament and Nejmeh Square since the October 2019 uprising. This happened on the
instructions of Nabih Berri (temporarily not the speaker of parliament) and caretaker minister of interior
Bassam Mawlawi upon the request of newly elected parliamentarians representing the uprising and the
self-styled change movement. Few people lost the irony that the barriers had kept protesters out of parliament but could not prevent them from getting elected as representatives to the legislature.
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Map of developments in Beirut and Mount Lebanon
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Southern Lebanon
Developments in southern Lebanon
Going into June the security situation in southern Lebanon remains unchanged and generally stable. The
region witnessed only 12 protests and roadblocks apart from those related to the elections. The protests
were fuelled by a range of issues including local water cuts, electricity outages, unpaid public sector salaries, the draft amnesty for islamist prisoners, and the Israeli assassination of Palestinian journalist
Shireen Abu Aqleh. Curiously, the Israeli provocations at al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem and raids against
Palestinian resistance elements in Jenin did not trigger any noteworthy unrest in the Palestinian refugee
camps in south Lebanon over the past month. Even the assassination of Abu Aqleh caused only a few,
minor protests. Perhaps Palestinian factions and activists understood that the Lebanese authorities had
no appetite for unrest in the camps during election month. If that is the cause for the unusual calm in the
camps, the unrest will likely increase in the coming months if/when Israeli crimes in Jerusalem, the West
Bank and Gaza continue. Moreover, the wave of protests from the expected post-election depreciation of
the lira was snuffed out by BDL’s announcement to sell unlimited amounts of dollars at the Sayrafa rate.
Meanwhile, the blue line remains calm and stable even though Israeli forces south of the border remain
on the edge. On May 17th the Israeli military downed a drone is said was coming from Lebanese airspace,
hinting that it was operated by Hezbollah. It later turned out that the drone was Israeli and downed by
accident. The mishap was mocked by Hezbollah supporters online as another example of Israeli air-defence incompetence after the shiite party’s new Hassan drone carried out a long and successful surveillance flight through the airspace above Galilee in February. Israeli troops seemed nervous again just five
days later when they opened warning shots at a Lebanese shepherd grazing his sheep north of the blue
line near the occupied Shebaa Farms. Tensions were also visible on May 25th when Israeli forces south of
the blue line fired tear gas at scores of Amal and Hezbollah supporters that had gathered in Adaisseh to
mark the 22nd anniversary of the liberation of South Lebanon from Israeli occupation. Seemingly in a sign
of confidence, the shiite partisans did not escalate further and their celebrations continued uninterrupted
throughout the remainder of the day, including a motorcade rally along much of the blue line.
But the Israeli military arguably have some more substantial reasons to remain on the edge along the
blue line. On May 9th Israeli media announced that the IDF had foiled an attempt to smuggle five MP-5
sub-machine guns and ammunition across the blue line at the partially occupied Ghajjar village and arrested three suspects. There has been a steep rise in such incidents over the past year since the May 2021
war in Gaza. In June 2021 the Israeli authorities seized 12 pistols smuggled across the border and hidden
inside a tractor in a druze village in the Israeli occupied zone near Shebaa Farms. The following July,
Israel intercepted more than 40 handguns being smuggled across the blue line near Ghajjar, the biggest
bust in years. In October the Israeli army said it had foiled an attempt to smuggle two pistols and some
110,000 USD worth of narcotics across the border west of the occupied Shebaa Farms by suspects allegedly linked to Hezbollah. In March this year, Israeli police seized 58 pistols and three rifles smuggled
across the border and being transported by two Palestinians who were arrested. Then in April, Israeli
border police and military personnel found 100 pistols and two rifles abandoned by smugglers on the
blue line. At the time, the Israeli army announced that it had intercepted 148 pistols, 23 assault rifles and
many kilos of drugs in the first four months of this year alone. Adding up the numbers, Israeli forces have
intercepted more than 200 pistols, 30 assault rifles and sub-machine guns and 100 grenades being smuggled across the border in the past year alone. This are likely only a fraction of the total amount of smuggled goods. Israeli officials and media often accuse Hezbollah of smuggling weapons to Palestinians in the
occupied West Bank as well as those living within Israel’s internationally recognised borders. Hezbollah
has not commented on the claims and UNIFIL has apparently not been involved in any of the busts.
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Future developments
Political developments
The Lebanese political system seems heading towards even more paralysis and gridlock than normal.
The elections created a parliament without a clear majority and instead divided into three loose camps:
The old March 8th bloc, the March 14th bloc and a fluid grouping of change figures and independents. The
absence of a solid majority means that compromises across the aisles will be even more necessary than
before to get anything through parliament. And this seems more difficult than before since the Lebanese
Forces has adopted an uncompromising stance towards Hezbollah, the FPM and the rest of the March 8 th
bloc while change parliamentarians have expressed opposition to both blocs. This was seen on May 31st
when Nabih Berri was re-elected as speaker of parliament and FPM member Elias Bou Saab as his deputy
both with just 65 votes, an unusually narrow majority. And that was the easy part. The fragmentation of
parliament and the uncompromising stances by the camps rivalling the March 8th bloc will make forming
the next cabinet as hard if not harder than usual. It will prove very challenging to even find a candidate
for prime minister supported by half of parliament, and far more difficult to form a cabinet that can win
confidence from the house, assuming it can even reach quorum. Consequently, the current cabinet will
likely remain in place in a caretaker capacity for the foreseeable future while Najib Mikati so far seems
the leading contender in a narrow field of candidates to be nominated the next prime minister.
The timeframe for forming the next cabinet is intimately linked to the election of a president to succeed
Michel Aoun in October. If a president can be elected on time, parliament has little incentive to nominate
a prime minister who can form a cabinet since the new president will have to immediately nominate a
new prime minister. In other words, if parliament expects a president to be elected on time, it will likely
refrain from forming a government before then. Conversely, if the ruling class expects the presidency to
become vacant, as seems likely, parliament may see an interest in forming a government before October
so at least one branch of the executive is fully empowered. This rationale led to the formation of Tammam
Salam’s national unity government in February 2014 three months before then-president Michel Suleiman’s term ended and the office became vacant as expected. However, one key question is whether the
majority in the former parliament, which created the current cabinet, actually has an interest in forming
a new cabinet reflecting the changed balance of power in the legislature. The worst-case scenario is that
parliament fails to form a new cabinet before the presidency goes vacant. It is customary for parliament
to cease all legislative work until a new president is elected, while the absence of a new cabinet would
mean that the current caretaker one would be the only partly functioning branch of government. Needless to say, such institutional paralysis across the executive and legislative branches would badly cripple
Lebanon’s ability to implement the reforms pledged to the IMF and the broader international community.

Security developments
The security situation in Lebanon will likely return to the patterns of February and March. The political
conflict over the Beirut blast that caused the October clashes in Tayouneh appears contained as Tareq
Bitar is indefinitely suspended while minister of finance Youssef Khalil’s blocks the appointments to the
court of cassation. The wave of election-related violence that began in late March, rose throughout April
and culminated in May has already ebbed out. However, the suppression of protests in February, March
and April owing to BDL’s successful appreciation of the lira could discontinue. The lira had begun its
predicted post-election meltdown and dropped to 38,000 LBP/USD just days after the elections. As protests resumed, on May 27th BDL governor Salameh – whose legal proceedings had just been postponed
to December – announced that banks could again sell unlimited USD at the Sayrafa rate. As a result, the
market rate returned to 27,000 LBP within 24 hours, but only days after started dropping to 31,000 LBP
by month’s end, meaning a resumption of mass civil unrest could take place in June.
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Our services in Lebanon
Analytical services
Lebanon Monthly Report: 20-30 pages covering all political, economic,
humanitarian, and security developments in Lebanon as well as delivering
a range of future forecasts and highly detailed maps.
Lebanon Awareness App: A unique app with in-depth background
insights, detailed maps, risk assessments, updated analysis, 24/7 live
security alerts, and a range of emergency functions.
Tailored area reports: 20-50 pages covering local developments,
threats, maps, forecasts and practical security recommendations.

About us
Atlas Assistance is a small dedicated company supporting a long
range of humanitarian, diplomatic and commercial actors
across the Middle East from our
office in Beirut.
We are specialised in delivering
analytical and security solutions
based on a deep understanding
of local contexts and what actually works on the ground.

Consultancy services
Security and emergency plans: Full design/review of Lebanon security and
emergency plans. Includes security situation, threats, maps, responsibilities,
guidelines, SOPs, templates, and emergency response plans.

For more information about our
work, please visit our website:
www.atlasassistance.org

Risk assessments: Assessments of risks in Lebanon relating to an
organisation’s operational context, sites, movements, and staff. Final
report with findings and practical recommendations for
improvements.

For specific requests, please
send us an email:
services@atlasassistance.org

Field visit/delegation support: Assessments of and recommenddations for planned routes and visits. Also includes a briefing email
with latest updates and standby support during the entire trip.

LinkedIn

Twitter

Training services
Security and emergency management: A two-day course hosting up
to 12 participants. Day one includes a long range of tailored security
management workshops, while day two takes participants through
various realistic emergency management simulations.
Personal security training: A two-day course hosting up to 15
participants. Day one focusing on personal security awareness, threat
exposure, and best practise responses, while day two is fully dedicated
to practical outdoor security scenario simulations.
Personal security training for partner staff: A two-day course
hosting up to 15 NGO partner staff. Day one focusing on field security
awareness, local threats, and best practise responses, while day two is
fully dedicated to practical outdoor security scenario simulations.
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Disclaimer and copyrights
Atlas Assistance has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information in this monthly report at
the time of its production. However,
the organisation and its staff cannot
be held responsible for any loss, injury, or inconvenience resulting from
the use of information found in it.
All rights reserved. No parts of this
document may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any
means under a different name without prior consent of Atlas Assistance.
Requests for such permissions and
any questions regarding the content
of this report should be addressed to:
contact@atlasassistance.org
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